Get the best of both

Part tank

• Durable, energy-efficient 119-gallon storage tank
• Ideal for emergency replacement situations
• Offers more water-heating capacity than a traditional tank
• A direct replacement solution with connections similar to most high-efficiency tanks
• Efficient tank recovery methods deliver consistent hot water even during reheat cycles

Part tankless

• Fueled by either natural gas or propane
• Keeps pace with demand, from brief, high-spike draws to a supply that’s ready to go the distance, day in and day out
• Commercial ENERGY STAR® certified with 96% thermal efficiency (C199)
• As the heat source, the Rinnai C199 tankless unit eliminates thermal stress on the tank – lengthening the life of the unit and its ability to consistently output hot water
• Easy, cost-effective maintenance with readily available parts

100% Satisfaction Guarantee*